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FLAMING  JUNE! 

You can interpret the heading to this article in any way you like. Some will remember the weekend 

of 14/15 June and interpret it one way and some will look out of the window today, 22 June, and 

look at the glorious sunshine and think of it in a totally different way. As they say “what a difference 

a day makes”. 

Pigeon racing is a funny old sport we soon forget the disappointment of one race and immediately 

look forward to the result of the following week’s efforts. Perhaps as well really – maybe we should 

pass our attitudes on to the many England football fans who are currently feeling totally let down by 

the efforts of our current National team in Brazil. 

Jill is still working on this week’s Provisional Leader Board, so while I am waiting I’ll give you an 

update on the previous week’s races. 

The Provisional Result published for the Frome race flown on 8 June proved to be correct and our 

congratulations go to Pete Stanway of Poynton for taking the red card and also 2nd place in the 

Federation. Brilliant sprinting. I do have some details of Pete’s winning birds, courtesy of Richard 

Given the Press Officer from Poynton. The birds were Wimy Moens and are no strangers to the 

winner’s enclosure, particularly his second pigeon that has already won 2nd Fed this season and also 

won Vire in 2013, completing a career total of 5 X 1st prizes so far. Thanks for the info Richard. 

Whilst writing about the Frome race I must just mention some news I have received from Jeff 

Roberts at Packmoor concerning his club’s leading birds who also showed up well in the Federation 

result. The 1st place went to Mr & Mrs D Scragg, who incidentally only sent 5 birds to the race, with T 

Woolrich & Son claiming 2nd and 3rd positions. The guy who sent me this info came home 4th and 5th,  

with  a Kees Bosua pigeon in fourth (a bird who had also been 2nd club and 4th Fed from Frome when 

being beaten by a loft mate earlier in the season).    

Now to probably the busiest weekend of the season so far, with an “Extra” race being flown from 

Hullavington plus a Packmoor Open race from Hullavington on the Saturday 14 June and the 

Federation Fougères race being flown on Sunday 15 June in conjunction with the Midlands National 

Flying Club. 

  



 
 

Jeff Roberts, Secretary of Packmoor & DHS, 

presenting Adam Goodwin with his winning 

cheque  for the Packmoor Open Race from 

Wincanton on 31 May 2014 

First we’ll tackle the Extra race, where the First Prize money 

of £80 was very kindly donated by our convoyer, Geoff 

Silvester Jnr. The red card for this race seems to have gone 

to a fancier who has already featured in these columns, Mr 

Phil Standeven from Milton. This bird recorded a velocity of 

1324.585 yards per minute, is a Lambrecht and has already 

topped the Staffordshire Moorlands & District Federation 

from Frome.  Geoff also donated an additional £20 Prize 

Money to be awarded to the highest recorded velocity of a 

non SMDF fancier from his liberation from Hullavington on 

14 June. This Prize goes to Stopka Bros who also won the 

Packmoor Open race and recorded a velocity of 1340.259. 

The full Open Race result will be published on the Packmoor 

page of the Staffordshire Moorlands website as soon as it 

comes to us.  

Now we come to what was without doubt the most difficult 

race of the season to date - the MNFC race from Fougères. 

Although the official race result, which is kindly prepared for 

us by the race secretary of the MNFC it would appear from 

the Provisional Leader Board that the Poynton partnership of 

D & G Brown will take the red card with a velocity of 1084.137 yards per minute and another 

partnership, this time from Ipstones, the Fowler Family comes home second recording 1073.189. 

Silvester & Tomkinson from Berryhill and Prince Bros from Alton respectively seem to take the next 

two spots. More info about this race as the final information comes to hand.  

What a weekend to have to write about – it’s very complicated to try and keep all the races 

separated and the correct winners in the right enclosures. Anyway I hope I’ve got it somewhere near 

right! No doubt you’ll let me know if I’ve got it wrong. 

That brings us to the weekend of 21st June and our Federation race from Frome. Birds liberated in 

clear blue sky conditions as can be seen from the accompanying photo but with light and variable 

winds all the way along the line of flight.     

Another beautiful day at Frome  -  21 May 2014 



 
 

                          

The Provisional Leader Board shows the Packmoor Aces of Roberts Bros in pole position once again, 

looking like taking the first three places with velocities of 1388.972, 1388.972, and 1388.557 

respectively. Fourth position also seems to have gone to Packmoor with M Denson & Son recording 

1386.797. 

Roberts Bros are claiming the Jackpot win of £72, with Paul Beck taking second winning £48 and also 

winning £16 by taking the 3 Bird Average. 

That brings us all up to date so I will close by thanking most sincerely those fanciers who have taken 

the time and trouble to provide the information and photos that have made this report more 

interesting. 

Brian Smith 
Press Officer 


